
READI: Research Engagement & 

Advocacy for Diverse Individuals 
A how-to guide to understand and get involved in research as a 

participant, researcher, and consumer for individuals with 
intellectual disabilities and their caregivers



READI curriculum

 Module 1. What is health research?

 Module 2. How can I create a Health Story for 

research and care advocacy?

 Module 3. What is the health research process?

 Module 4. How can I think like a researcher?

 Optional Bonus Module: Where can I find research in my community?
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This curriculum was funded through a Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute 
(PCORI) Eugene Washington PCORI Engagement Award (EA #10029).



Module 1 Summary



Research is the process of asking meaningful questions to better understand our world. 

There are three important parts of research.
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Module 1: Summary

1. Ask a question 2. Find answers 3. Tell others
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Module 1: Summary

• Searching for answers on the internet

• Filling out a survey 

• Participating in an interview

• A formal university research project 

There are many types of research, including: 
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Module 1: Summary

• You can bring new ideas to the table 

• You can help doctors to improve health care 

• Your participation can help educate other 

people 

There are many reasons for why you should participate in 
research. Here are three:

NOT because someone is forcing me to participate
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1

4

Module 2:

How can I create a 

Health Story for 

research and care 

advocacy?
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Module 2: What is the best way to create a Health 

story for Research and Care advocacy?

Contents
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Example Health Story: Doctors

Meet Maryann

through her health 

story! 

Her Health Story 

is for doctors! 

Please play Maryann’s video 

on our Health Stories of 

People with IDD page of 

the Health Engagement 

Research Toolkit website. 



WHAT is a Health Story?
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Use page 2 in the 

Module 2 workbook!



Health Story definition

A Health Story is a story 

about you that includes 

important facts about your 

health.

You can share your health 

story with others!



WHY is your Health Story 
important?
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Use page 2 in the 

Module 2 workbook!
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Advocacy

Telling your personal health story can 
help you advocate for your health 

needs.

Leadership

Your health story can provide an 
example for others to create their own.

Why is your Health Story important?



HOW can you use your 
Health Story?
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Use page 3 in the 

Module 2 workbook!
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How can you use your Health Story?

• Prepare for a doctor’s visit

• Tell people important things about your health

• Be a speaker for an even

• Advocate for research

• Meet with a legislator to change a law that impacts your health or healthcare

You can use your Health Story to:



Example: Health Story
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Meet Steve

through his Health 

Story! 

His Health Story is 

for researchers.

Example Health Story: Research

Use page 5 in the Module 2 workbook!

Please play Steve’s video on 

our Health Stories of 

People with IDD page of 

the Health Engagement 

Research Toolkit website. 



Stop & check



Module 2: Question one 

How can you use your Health Story?

There are TWO correct answers.

Take your story with you to the store 

Prepare for a doctor’s visit 

Be a speaker at an advocacy event

Use page 6 in the Module 2 workbook!



Module 2: Question one answer

Take your story with you to the store 

Prepare for a doctor’s visit 

Be a speaker at an advocacy event

How can you use your Health Story?

There are TWO correct answers.



Steps to developing your 

Health Story
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The steps to develop your Health Story

Use the health story worksheet to organize your ideas

Write your story down

Review your story and make changes

Tell your story

Talk about your health

Use page 7 in the Module 2 workbook!



We have a Health Story worksheet for you! To find 
this health worksheet, download “Health Story 

worksheet” in Module 2 of our READI website. This 
worksheet is also in the Module 2 workbook!

The worksheet will help you write down some facts 
that may be helpful for your story.
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Health Story worksheet
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Health Story worksheet

This is the 

Health Story 

worksheet you 

will use. This 

worksheet is 

also located in 

the Module 2 

workbook.



Health story worksheet

Example:

I am writing my story for 
healthcare providers. I 

would like them to know 
all about my health 

history.

Who is this story for? Doctors? Researchers? Family members? 
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Health Story topics

Use page 8 in the Module 2 workbook!



Example:

My name is Jane Doe. I am 24 
years old. My favorite healthy 

activities are riding my bike and 
swimming.

Name, age, and favorite healthy activity
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Health Story topics

Use page 8 in the Module 2 workbook!



Health story worksheet

Example:

When I was 10 years old, I 
was diagnosed with type 
1 diabetes. I have been 

hospitalized two 
times because of my diabetes.

Important diagnoses and health facts 
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Health Story topics

Use page 9 in the Module 2 workbook!



Health story worksheet

Example:

For my health history, I 
wish to share is how I 

developed my diabetes 
and how I manage it. 

Health history
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Health Story topics

Use page 9 in the Module 2 workbook!



Health story worksheet

Example:

When I begin to not feel 
well, that means I need to 

get more sugar in my 
body. Once I eat or drink 
something with sugar, I 

feel much better. 

Important things for others to know about your health
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Health Story topics

Use page 9 in the Module 2 workbook!



Example:

I try to be healthy by 
drinking water every day 
and walking every day. 

What you do to keep your body and mind healthy
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Health Story topics

Use page 10 in the Module 2 workbook!



Example:

I worry that some days I 
cannot do everything I 

want, because my 
diabetes make me very 

tired. 

Questions or worries about your health
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Health Story topics

Use page 10 in the Module 2 workbook!



Health story worksheet

Example:

I would like to take a 
picture of my glucometer. 
This tells me how much 
sugar is in my blood. It is 

very helpful.  

Are there pictures that you have or would like to take that help 
explain your health? 
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Health Story topics



What do you wish 

someone understood better 

about your health?

What are you most proud of 

about your health?

Talk about your health
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Use page 11 in the Module 2 workbook!



Partner Interview
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Talk about your health

What does your doctor do 

during your visits that you like? 

That you don't like?

Have you shared important 

health information with others 

before? Why or why not?

Use page 11 in the Module 2 workbook!
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Write down your story

First: Work with a friend, a family member, or a team member to 
outline your story based on your worksheet and conversation.

Use page 12 in the Module 2 workbook!



Writing down your story

Second: Turn your outline into a story.
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Write down your story

Use page 12 in the Module 2 workbook!



Now you have a draft of your story.

Read or listen to your Health Story.

• Is anything missing? Any parts 
you don’t like?

• Make changes. This YOUR 
story, you are the expert!
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Review and make changes



Use page 14 in the Module 2 

workbook!

How and where to tell your story
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OTHER



You can share your story with your 
doctor to explain a problem

Example: If you are going to a new doctor have a medical 

condition, you can use your Health Story to tell them about it.
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You can share your story with a 
researcher to help develop a question

Example: If you have an uncommon medical diagnosis, you can help 

ask/answer questions. That way we can find out more information.
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You can share your story on a website or 
social media for an advocacy group

Example: You could share your story to help advocate 

for disability awareness or inclusion. 

Other
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Safety Tip: If you choose 
to share your Health Story 

on social media or a 
website, make sure you 
only include information 
that you're comfortable 
sharing with everyone.

Safety Example: You 
might tell your doctor 

more personal 
information than what 
you would choose to 
share on Facebook.



You can share your story with your 
law makers to explain why a policy is 

important to you

Example: You could share your story to 

influence lawmakers to make a new policy.
42
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Example: Health Story – public policy

Meet Danny
through is Health 

Story! 

His Health Story 
is for lawmakers!

Example Health Story: Public policy

Please play Danny’s video 

on our Health Stories of 

People with IDD page of 

the Health Engagement 

Research Toolkit website. 



Time for review



Module 2: Question one 

How can you use your Health Story?

There are TWO correct answers.

Take your story with you to the store 

Prepare for a doctor’s visit 

Be a speaker at an advocacy event

Use page 16 in the Module 2 workbook!



Module 2: Question one answer

Take your story with you to the store 

Prepare for a doctor’s visit 

Be a speaker at an advocacy event

How can you use your Health Story?

There are TWO correct answers.



Module 2: Take home points 

• Prepare for a doctor’s visit

• Tell people important things about your health 

• Be a speaker for an event 

• Advocate for research 

• Meet with a legislator to change a law that impacts your 

health or healthcare 

There are so many ways you can use your health story, 
including… 



Thank you for participating in 
Module 2, and happy 

researching!

Module 2: COMPLETE

CONGRATULATIONS!
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